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\md Demosthenes
Lve Numerous. Fun
By HARRIET WHTiE '41

■i*W at the ball0t b°Xe3'

I*" ates deeded that- the women
'^aiodgh to >e Bates debatJ
m *•» a reaUy ■"*•*••
'^Utftoiy; There is a record
Ltfoa Koom that reads sue. !£ Women v, B. U., Bat*
23

W

l>

record read

921. In is ^
11' »-on four" debates, and in
one;
the losses of this
-iron three
„ot recorded for posterity,

More recently the women have mad.
some rather extended trips, In 193.
the women went into the middle-west
almost, on a tour and debated numerous times on that one trip. Canada has
been invaded by these pulchritudlnoui
Demosthenes-es. Last year a women't
team was away almost a week debating in northern New York state am.
southern Massachusetts. And probablj
they needed a chaperone then—with
the debate coach who was also a min-i-ter in the town and some of the fellows, incidentally, the girls went down
... the Williams hangout where the..
served—beer! And no one batted an
eyelash when the Bates girls ordered
■ ■■■■hi and doughnuts; after all Bate.-.
has its reputation.

rcne* Fbj-en

.

le bad to go with every deoat-

K ** GW- *"• QuimJ>•
!L^y all acted as chape.-

C or the girls, even when Mr.
I
v «eot And they probably had
Ktbres chaperonea along wnen
' " L coea-cationai debat-ng team
blot
a trip In 1928. Clara Parnell
UkTlOt bates woman ever to delltt fKB a man. Since tnen women
I "ieen on an equal looting won
1 aen-detaiing with them and
1
t ihcni. One is chosen to reprerel on a basis of

yw* p" >"

****'

E MI sex, uiough prouabiy many
Ijja it has been au advantage to
Ell Grace'Jack ('38) or a Carolyn

|H«tts i'*0' work in a decision de"
|ue »wn three men were judg-ng
jr. Quimby says this has noth.ng tx>
|»Kb Bates winning! But anyway, I
IkuwBuui Gray and I had a wonaerUme debating at Williams last

The Debating Council is rather
branching out and really having iu
liing and part in the emancipation o;
women, last year Mary Gozonsky was
elected the first woman president of
the Council and this year another woman holds the job. Speaking of Mary
brings to mind her interesting anu
father spectacular debating careei
here—she debated in decision debatein the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League for three years and never
lost a debate! Year before last the
Bates team tied for first place in the
League and last year Bates won the
League championship in a three-one
decision over Colgate. Now the League
is defunct.
Women Prove
Good Debaters

I suppose being a college student
and a good (?) debater too I would be
quite stepping out of character if 1
were to close anything without a sum
mary, so in summary I say: If Bates
put the bates in "Debates" (and its
la addition to this career of its own my private conviction that that's
lie women's squad at Bates h-s had true), the women did their part; and
■ume interesting opponents when a.i though officially woman's part in deItngjih women s team came here to | Dating has only been recognized since
lieoate, Nancy Sar.iuels, daughter of .1924; probably full many a "little woIdle iioverno.' General at Palestine man" has been the first listener of a
lias on the team, at the time Miss debate speech and her presence in the
Isunueis was keeping her father s j audience the reason why the men
[vice ;.i Parliament while her father "gave their all". So from a prejudiced
I»governing Palestine and she left point of view probably women have
Mihese important duties to come U been in debating at Bates a long time.
[tliis country to debate. The best is And from a record point of view
loone too good! Any number of you they've been debating seventeen years
mm read the "Dear Julia" stories —hard and fast. And why wouldn't
Matted in the Saturday Evening they be good—don't the women always
by Jlarjorie Sharp. Miss Sharp I have the last word.

Women's Athletic Association
{Keeps Pace With The Times
By VIRGINIA YEOMANS '41
s

«merely to win, but to play;
Is* to destroy, but to build;
M smugness, but beauty in growth;
m our aims — the A. A.
Jessie Robertson,
AA. President, 1923-27.
T

o understand Just what WA..A
**B and its place on an active col* campus it is necessary to have
*■ knowledge of its background.
jjjj delving into past issues of the
*|Jj*NT and the "Mirror" (oh,
""'* "Went pictures of the women
**•!) these interesting (?) facts
N ^n brought to light.
^bCirh
°* Athletic
£** back in the Gay -Nineties
T* toeds were very much interested
'tbJ*Uc3; but, until 1903, there was
thletic Association although a few
T^aium demonstrations had been

I wh

1905 the Women s Athletlc
0

'

waa

'

The girls were anxious to try out the
cnowshoes" as it was a recently introduced sport Any member in good
standing was entitled to use the tennis courts and other equipment that
belonged to the W.A.A
In 1914 at the annual poen meeting
of the Board the reports of the various managers were read. All those
young ladies who did not yet belong
to the organization were urged to jo'n.
A Walking Club was in the process of
formation under the supervision of the
A. A.—the first step toward our present system of clubs. Evidently the exhortation of the managers had great
effect, because we see that by 1913 the
girls were becoming so athletic that
they were arising at 4.30 a. m. to play
tennis. Perhaps the coeducation element entered in, but even so, 4:30 is
certainly an early hour for tennis.
How glad AJV. members are now that
the hour for AJL activity Is 4.30 p. m.

organized with Miss Modern Program
r Gutterson, gymnasium instrui.Proves Popular
HW itS director- The aim was "to
Through the years the program wes
F*a itself to furthering the interdeveloped so that in a few years the
\$J ^etics among the young la- still-popular Hare and Hound chase,
moersr
Iw
"P was open to all track, and soccer were added to the
ho si
«ii/ *
8hed the constitution or very popular hockey, tennis, and basI Hjp ^lled 'n writing for member- ketball. This latter sport was by far
d
"osist.
governed the group, and the leading one as far as competition
J
<J f ofticers and
I *unt °
*" exevutive and interest was concerned. The seaKijr* COmPosed of a representa- son was yearly closed by the Basket^ m each class. Dues were ona
ball Banquet to celebrate the end of
|iyearaierm' and one hundred dollars
training.
113
kjj Pledged for the benefit of
Speaking of training, It was a defiPS . J College Athletic Association.
1
nite part of the A. A. program from
"Ariife
its inception, although until the TwenTo
ties it consisted only of various rules
t^h Women
ey Was
Kred,
^en a new sport applicable to members of the different
huej|and the description of the sports teams. In 1927, the year the new
•fcioJ the STUDENT includes that locker building was opened, credit was
Vati,,*3 much run»>mg. and is both given for voluntary training which had
'W p and sclentific when well evolved from these training rule* of
i^'evenf36"063 of tbe scientific tiie various sports. Training consisted
sports!
ptjZT
An article in the of "complete abstinence from coffee,
of tbe STUDENT ln
' usat
th the
- tea, candy, and home-made dainties".
p
Athletic Association Quite drastic when compared to our
I r*l with aS6d "8ome snowshoes present system!
tennis racqueU and balls.
(Continued on page four)
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bu3 they travel; neither also was a member of the English
sir,
nor rain nor hail can team debating the Bates women.
sleet
on their appointtrsvelle rs
Coeds Also
".women debaters I mean, 01
Hit The lioad
- -

long P""ud record of de"
[jillS jtfS!
at other U. S. Colbomei
1
fcC " d some years after- -the
""TaecWed that women were
5 enough to vote and they

••VrA~-vV»*. r-

"-tww
C A A Participants To
Receive Certificates
.OL.

UL

The final examination for the Civil
Aeronautics Administration. Course
was given Thursday evening, Feb. 13.
Burton Knust '43, Arthur Fontaine '43,
Frank Comly '43, Thomas Hetherman
'43, Howard Baker '43, William Donnellan '41, Richard Fee '43, Edmund
Abbott (non-college student), Richard
Thompson '41, Ray Boyle '41, John
Morris '41, Paul Murphy '42, John Prokop '41, and Miss Doris Howes took
the examination. Of these fourteen,
eleven passed; those who failed may
take the examination again as soon as
they are ready. Leo Mulhearn '41 passed the ground school test last year
and has been taking only flying this
term.
Boyle, Hetherman, Knust, Morris,
Murphy, and Miss Howes will be doing flying in the second primary
course. In addition there will be four
new students chosen from a group
now being examined for admittance.
Those who possess their full-fledged
private pilot certificates are John Pro.
kop, Mulhearn, Fee, Abbott, and Fontaine. Depending on the weather.
Baker and Donnellan may have taken
their flight tests by the time this paper goes to press. The rest will be
completed as soon as possible.

BATES COLLEGE, LEW1STON. MAINE,

Would-Be Teachers
Start Practice Work
Four more senior girls have
left campus for their month of
practice teaching. They are Alice
Morrill, to Windham; Virginia
Ycomans, to Rock land. Kay Currey, Rockland; and "Poppy" Giles
who has turned the cart before the
horse. She has been doing substitute work at Lisbon, and will start
practice teaching next week!

Varsity Club Gives
Second Coffee

tnftmt
ux.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY X *94L

PRICE: TEX CENTS

"Escape" To Be Next
Robinson Production
Judges Choose
Prize Debaters
Dates And Subjects
To Be Announced
At Future Time

Quinn *40 Graduate
Dies At Wesleyan
Many Bates students were sorry
to hear of the death of Edward
H. Quinn Jr. '40, who died as a
result of a cerebral hemmorhage
last Friday. He was, while at college, an honor student and of Phi
Beta Kappa rating. Since his graduation last June he has been engaged as a physics assistant at
Wesleyan University, Middletown,
Conn. The funeral was Monday at
his home In Auburn.

Last Saturday, those freshmen and
sophomores who desired to be in the
prize debates, and who had not participated in a varsity debate, attempted to prove to the Judges, Elizabeth
Swann '41, David Jennings, and
Harriet White '41. that they were capbale of being a member of their team.
These tryouts were held in the music |
room in Chase Hall from two to four
p. m. The requirement was a threeminute argumentative speech on any
subject.
The committee on Remedial English,
The follow.ng were nam°d to the
freshman squad: Elizabeth Cort, Des- coiisis:ing of Dr. A. A. Hovey, Dr. K.
pina Ducas, Bradley Dearborn, Miriam S. Woodcock, and Dr. R. I>. Zerby, r.nd
Cram, Madeline Butler, Ruth Sullivan, appointed by President Gray, preVincent McKusick, M.chael Touloumt- rented and had its recommendations
zis. Charles Dunn, Norman Temple., P^sed by the faculty on February !».

The Varsity Club will present the
second of the popular Men's Coffee,
February 23, at Chase Hall. President
If. Buccigross announced this week.
Theso coffees are to be held once a
month, and they are open to all college men and their friends. Due to
overcrowding the meeting will not be
h^ld in the Chase Hall 1. ..< ■-.•■ but in
the auditorium used for dancing.
Movies will be shown oc "Tobacco
Land," "Fred Waring — Pleasure
Andrew
Macfarlane,
and, Tho purpose 0( tije remedial English
Time." and "Football Thrills of the Robert
1940 Gridiron Season" including the Donald Day. Of these a few will be ciass ls to help 8ludent3 0f auy of the
Bosion
College-Georgetown
game selected to Join the varsity squad. The , four classes whose class-room work,
which was voted the most outstanding wjphomores who will participate in the. both oral and written, shows definite
debates are John Hennessey, John ueed of improvement. The class will
game of the past 1940 season.
The coaches of the tour Maine Thurlow, Arnold Leavitt, George An- meet for one hour each week in Libtimes, Henry Corey, and John Marsh.! bey Forum.
Patrick Harrington and Sumner Le- Colleges; football, baseball, and basof the
ketball officials; and Athletic A&min- Those who are to be members
. TI
I Instructors in all subjects are asked
vin, both of '42, journeyed to Bowdoin
coopeme ^ pro£
Berkehnan>
istvation officials are Invited. Refresh- vars.ty squad are Marsh Hennessey. I
last Thursday evening for a debate on
Thurlow, Antunes, and Corey. The ^
^ ^^ instruc[or ,n tWg
ments will be served.
the subject: Resolved, that the Unitdates and subjects of the debate, wffl I
^^ by reponmg those glu.
ed States should declare war on Italy
be announced soon. The prizes are ten ^^ w]jom ihey ^^ afe ^ worgt
ond Germany. The college team upheld
dollars for the best speaker on the offenderg. Tne remedial instructor will
the negative of the debate which was
winning team and five dollars for each „aTe the power to releage a 8ludent
in the Oregon style, with Harrington
member of the winning team.
from the class before the close of the
as the lawyer and Levin, the witness.
course, provided that he has shown
A
short
Vesper
Service
will
be
held
It was a non-decision debate.
reasonable progress, but if he falls at
in the Bates Chapel Sunday afternoon
Freshman debaters'staged a practice
the close of the semester, he must conat 4:00 o'clock. As the service will be
tournament at Edward Little High
tinue to take the course until he pasyrimarily for prayer, there will be no
School Feb. 15 in which the various
jses or is excused by the instructor. Any
guest speaker. A member of the stuteams debated two rousds and judged
student who has been assigned to the
dent body will lead the vespers.
The Episcopal Students Club is now clajs at any time before the begintwo rounds. Those making up the
On Feb. 16, the World's Student
organized under the official name of ning of his senior year must meet the
teams included Madeline Butler, Betty
Christian Confederation called a
the Canterbury Club with the follow-1 requirements of the course before he
Cort, Mildred Cram, Donald Day, Desworld-wide Federation Day of Prayer ing officers. President, Charles J.jean graduate from college. Those who
pina
Doukas,
Suzanne
Maurand,
loi students. As It was Impossible to Buck '42; vice-president, Christine; are enrolled in the class will have the
Charlotte
Stachelek,
and
Arnold
obtain the Chapel on that day, the Williamson '42; secretary-treasurer, privilege of not more than one cut, but
Stevens.
Bates Christian Association is recog- Virginia Wentworth '43; executive j the instructor <u his own discretion
nizing this Sunday for the purpose.
committee, Helens Woodward *41, may excuse a student from a particuMorgan Porteus '41, co-chairman of
Charles Buck '42, Ann Parsons '43, lar session of the class.
the Religion Commission, is in charg"
Virginia Simons '44, Robert MacfarProf. Berkelman has stressed greatof ^e service.
lane '44. Faculty sponsors are Pro- ly the fact that he, as weil as the EngThere will be music and hymns acfessors Seward and Whitehorne.
lish Department, simply direct this
Another of Prof. Berkelman's liter- companied by the organ, with Paul
Although connected with the Epis- work for the faculty. The plan, as at
Wright
'41
at
the
console.
There
will
ary contributions has been published
copal Church, the organization is open Bowdoin, Colby, and the University of
in a well noted English magazine. His not be a supper forum after the ser- . to any students interested in the pro- New Hampshire, is from the whole
article entitled "Art for Literature's vice, as is the usual custom.
motion of "an understanding and co- faculty rather than from one profesSake" has been printed in the magasor or from one specific department
operation among all creeds".
zine "College English", Vol. 2, No. 5.
This Saturday the club is sponsoring
February, 1941, which may be found in Robinson Players, Heelers
a retreat at St. Michael's Church, Authe reading room of the library.
burn, from 9 a m. to 3 p. m, conForm Interest Group
Prof. Berkelman tells about the imducted by the Rev. Granville Mercer
February 17 marked the date of the Williams, Suuerior of the Society of
portance of art appreciation for a
good and thorough understanding of passing of a new constitution by the St. John the Evangelist Any students
Plans for the 1941 Science Exhibit
literature. Another advantageous fac- executive committees and members of Interested In attending are asked to
tor of art appreciation Is that It em- the Robinson Players and Heelers. contact Charles Buck not later than to be held March 13 and 14 are in
progress, according to a statement by
bodies the spirit of the period or of a The present constitution Is to be sus- ihunidaj evening of this 4'eek.
the general executive committee. This
writer. "As long as all the arts are pended for this semester. If, at the
consists of representatives of the three
correlated and taken seriously, as long end of this trial period, it has been
science clubs sponsoring the exhibit:
as they are encouraged to turn their decided at the last joint meeting of
Thomas O'Shaughnessy of Lawrance
faces, not their backs, upon mankind, the year that the new rules be conChemical;
Margaret Hubbard of
we may escape becoming hollow men tinued, a" new constitution will be
Ramsdell Scientific;
and Charles
drawn up by an appointed committee.
and faithless robots."
Sophomore girls and their escorts
Lovely of Jordan Scientific.
The purpose of this trial-constituwill take leave of February snows and
tion is to provide more facilities and
welcome blustery March on Friday
The chairmen of the various departmeans for stimulating greater interevening, February 28. at the Windy ments as announced are: Biology,
est, knowledge and opportunity for
Hop. The dance will be held in Chase Montrose Moses and Paul Wright;
those concerned with the theory and Hall from 7:30-U:M> P. M. Those
Physics, Clyde Glover; Geology, Irving
The annual coed tea, sponsored by practice of drama. According to this braving the gale will dance to the Fisher; Mathematics, Herman Tripp,
the Student Government, took place plan, the? club will be divided into breezy strains of the Bobcats. Follow- all seniors.
Sunday afternoon from 4:30 to 6:00 eight departments or interest groups ing the custom, the Hop will be semiGeneral, invitations and programs
in Rand Reception Room with over which will include acting, directing, formal and will consist of ten dances
makeup, scene construction, lighting, and two extras.
have been sent to all high schools
100 present The guests included Pres.
costumes,
design,
and
publicity,
It is hardly necessary to remind the within a 60 mile radius.
and Mrs. Gray, Prof, and Mrs. Crafts,
which groups are to be separate from girls that they will have half hour
Prof, and Mrs. Buschmann, and Dean
the departments already existing for pers after the affair.
Hazel Clark.
the production of play. These interest
Committee chairman June Atkins,
The pourers were Mm. George M. groups will meet Independently on the •43, assisted by Phyllis Hicks, Ida
Chase, Mr«. Iona Kirstead. Madame second Monday of each month to hear May Hollis. and Dot Lyman, has
Laurent, and Miss Lavinia Schaef- speakers, see movies, and demonstra- been working for several weeks to
Valerie Salving '43 attended this
/er. Alalne Humphrey '43 and June tions, and to have practice in the car- make the event reach a new high.
past week end a housing conference
A'klns '43 had charge of arrange- rying on of projects in their own parin Boston, Mass. Her trip was sponments.
ticular fields. In this manner it is
(
sored by the Social Action Commlshoped that a broader and more gention of the Christian Association. For
eral knowledge may be acquired by
several weeks previous the Commisthe members.
sion did considerable research on
Your watchdog STUDENT rehousing
conditions In Lewiston. Pubminds each and every student to
Again the watchdog of all eds
take
his
athletic
ticket
for
adlic
officials
and business men were
There will be a Student Governand coeds, the STUDENT, remission to the Northeastern game
interviewed
and discussion groups
ment Coffee at the Women's Union
minds each and every one that
at the Armory tomorrow night
this Sunday afternoon Immediately afheld. Also, personal examination of
Friday and Monday are no-cut
Bates students are also requested
ter dinner. It is for the Junior girls and
conditions was done by the members
ds:-s owing t« .he holiday, Saturto use the left hand front entrance
is under the eupervUion of Marguerof tbe Commission.
day, it being George Washtagton'a
and left band bleachers.
ite Kendall '4L
birthday.

Berkelman Teaches
Remedial English

Debaters Travel To
Bowdoin, Edward Little

Vespers Will Observe
National Day Of Prayer

Episcopalians Form
Newly Organized Club

"College English" Publishes
Article By wot. Berkelman

Senior Chairmen Plan
1941 Science Exhibit

Sophomore Girls Will Stage
Windy Hop February 28

Coed* Entertain £d» At
Student Govt. Tern

Valerie Sailing Attends
Homing Conference

Watchdog Reminds
All Of No-Cut Days

z?

Athletic Tickets To
Be Used At Armory

Jack Senior '42
To Take Lead
Student Assistant
To Aid Director
In Presentation
On March 6 and 7 the Robinson
Players will present their third production of the season. Jack Senior *42
will play the leading role in this new
play, "Escape" by John Galsworthy.
The play has not been cast comletely to the date of this Issue since
underclass academic ratings had not
yet been made known. Those persons
who had been chosen are as follows;
Elizabeth Swann '41, William Barr '42,
Leighton Watts '43, Barbara Moulton
"44, George Antunes '43, Dorothy
Frost '42, John Marsh '43, Harold
Wheeler '43, Rowena Falrchild '41,
Marilyn Miller '41, Crete Woodard "44.
Ernest Johnson '42, Thomas Hetherman '43, Ernest Oberst '41, and Richard Horton '42.
Barbara Stanhope '42 is assisting In
the directing. The chief problem of the
technical workers is going to be the
lighting. Some very interesting effects
are promised especially as a foggy atmosphere is necessary in two scenes.

Junior Girls Plan
Holiday Eve Dance
Chase Hall will be the scene of the
prc-holiday dance of the Junior Girls
which is scheduled to be held next
Friday evening, Feb. 21, from 7:3011:00 p. m. Betty Moore '42 ls chairman of this affair, and the committee
working with her to make the dance
a success includes Judy Chick, Betty
Roberts, and Chris Williamson. Tne
decorations will be such that they will
coincide with Washington's birthday,
and the music is to be furnished by
Lloyd Rafnell and his orchestra. Refreshments will be served during the
intermission.
As heretofore, the dress will be
semi-formal, and the girls will have
the usual half-hour pers after the
dance.
The chaperones for this affair will
be Dr. and Mrs. Myhrman and Prof.
and Mrs. Harms.

Major Schwabacker
Speaks At Assembly
All men registered or eligible for the
Selective Service draft met Tuesday
evening, Feb. 11, in the Little Theatre.
About 100 men and several faculty
members including President Gray and
Harry Rowe were present to hear
Major Schwabacker who spoke and
then answered questions on the draft
Among the most interesting were
those on why the draft waa necessary and what to do if a student were
a junior in college. The major said
that since the Invasion of Holland,
Belgium, and Norway by Germany, the
government had deemed it necessary
to increase the army; and then since
there were not enough volunteers, the
Draft Bill had been passed.
Of more Interest to the students was
the second question. The major said
that if a junior was registered already
or If he was going to register during
the following year he would probably
be called to service during the next
college term. Therefore, It would be
advisable to volunteer in July and get
the year of training over. In that way,
his college course would be lengthened
only one year, while if he waited and
was called during the middle of the
semester, he might miss two years.
John Haskell '41 was in charge of the
program.

Four students will participate in a
quiz program tonight at 8:30 over
WCOU. This event Is sponsored by the
T. J. Murphy Fur Company. Those
taking part, Include Edward Booth
'41, Dorothy Dole '41, Jane Woodbury
'42, and David Nichols 4J.

r#r Wtt*«»w^. J^te™^*^*^*^
<\*
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BATES STUDENT

[)AZE DREAMINQ I Campus Camera ■ . • • by Lea

By RUTH SANFORD '41

(Founded in rf/j;

DORM OF THE WEAK: The East
Parker scandalatorlnm whera boys
will be boys and man aren't even alEditor
(TeL 3207)
Annetta M. Barrus '41 lowed, to say nothing of telephones
or Are extinguishers . . . And so, conManaging Editor
(TeL S206-M)
Janice Jayne '42 fined within these plastered walls nuAssistants: Marion Thomas '41, Eli a San til li '43, Margaret Soper '43, Rita
merous notorious trios have blossomed
forth, and I do mean pansies are
Silvia '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, Evelyn Marsden '44, Nina Leonard '44,
Virginia Hunt '44.
pretty in the spring . . .
(Student Offloe TeL S782-J)

(The Auburn News 3010)

'PAUL REVERE';* CAPT. DAMP H. NlCHOUS
~m

News Editor
(TeL 3206-M)
Both J. Stevens '42
Reporters. Ruth Sanford '41, Kitty Winne '41, Patricia Bradbury '12, Betty
Moore '42, Helen Martin '42, Dorothy Frost '42, Edith Hunt '41, Dorothy
Foster '42, Arlene Chadbourne '43, Bradley Dearborn '44, Sia Rizoulis '44,
Bonnie Laird '44, Virginia Hunt '44.

Here dwell nursemaids to the basketball fans, the blushing usher roommates, who pack bleachers fast and
furiously so that Downwind O'Sullivan. Red Francis, and McCarthy Matragano (the Bedford Hills Hope) may
Women's Editor
(TeL SZ06-W)
Gladys Bickmore '42
grab those very reserved seats beside
Reporters: Jean Ryder '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41, Thera Bushnell '42,
Mutt Beal, Jeff Turner, and LoneMarion Loveland '42, Virginia Wentworth '43, Lucy Cornelius '44, Marie
Wolf Mason . . .
""" RadclUfe '44, Jean Childs '44.
When nights are cold, coeds even
Sports Editor
(TeL 3206-M)
Daisy Puranen '41 colder, three glamor boys, the Priscilla
Reporters: Joanne Lowther '41, Barbara Abbott '41, Anne Temple '42,
Puritans, Miteie MatzilevTtch, Charlie
Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Elia SantiiU '43, Barbara Boothby
Howarth (the middle man), and Nor'44, Nina Leonard '44.
mie (call me Ski Jump) MarshalL enBusiness Manager
(TeL 4198-W)
Warren Drury '41 joy light refreshment and entertainment at the well known movie
Advertising Manager
(TeL 8-3398)
Chandler D. Baldwin'43
house . . .
Circulation Manager
(TeL 8-3399)
Frederick C Whitten '41
And then we have those bnsy bees,
Department Assistants: Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker '43, Richard
those workers, those business men
Carroll '42, George Chaletzsky '42, Hildreth Fisher '42, Waldemar Flint
known as the Merchants' Association
'43, Robert Goodspeed '44, Thomas Hayden '42, John Hennessy '43, Joseph
whose smiUng prexy is Bob Cote . . .
Howard '42, David Kellsey '44, Vincent McKusick '44, Elia Santilli '43,
charter members are vying with each
Richard Yardley '44.
other for the coveted No. 1 place . . .
Tommy Winston shyly remains at the
bottom of the ladder . . . Bob Scott,
"Cuddles" SteideL Philly Blanchard,
B:FFHSINTLD FOB NA1 o:*Al_ *.'._.
Published weekly during the college
National Advertising Service, irsc. and Billy Buker see "stars" nightly
-.. - _, .
« «•
College Publishers Representative
and commit rules and regulations to
year by the Student, of Bate. College
42Q MADlscm Ay£
NEW YORK M y
memory which they recite at the Qua!
CMICMO * cosroa • LOS AMEUI ■ 6A* FMUCISCO
every nite at eight . . .

,

Member

Ptisociuloa G. "G6:iie- Press
Di.'-'.bvjtor of

CbllefSicloDieest

i

The publication of this annual issue of the STUDENT done
almost entirely by the women leads to a consideration of the important and far-reaching place that the women of today are and
will be taking in the affairs of the world. In a co-ed college similar
to ours efforts are made to train the girls for the responsibilities
which will be theirs on graduation. In classroom, clubs and social
activities, equal opportunity is given to both sexes. Offices and
positions are open to both. To be sure, in line with the traditional
idea of protecting women, rules are more strict for the girls; but
gradually more and more freedom is being allowed, a trend which
should be encouraged. In our own college we note the interest taken in what has been termed the 'co-ed problem.' The Student Government Board has been actively engaged discussing ways in which
it can best help the co-ed students to take their places in a world
which today can offer them so much. We appreciate the efforts
made and look for future development.
In any case, it is a far cry from the days of women suffrage
and Susuan B. Anthony. Having obtained a partial political equality we find it natural for the fairer sex to seek a similar status in
the legal and economic fields. Consequently, never were opportunities so great for the aggressive and resourceful girls seeking positions. To enumerate only a few of the fields which have opened up
new horizons there are: agriculture for the more rugged, architecture including city planning, art of all types, advertising, foreign trade, manufacturing, personnel work, public utilities, retail
trade work, research, education, particularly guidance work, engineering, finance, health work of all kinds, legal fields, journalism,
public service, and science.

CHAPEL QUOTES
With so many professions, formerly the male domain, opened
Ttursday, Feb. IS
to women it is noticed that they must take their place in business
"We can excuse an occasional unon an equal basis with all other competitors. The pedestal no long- lawful wedlock between a single verb
and a plural subject"—Pres. Gray.

er exists. Particularly apt was the subway episode in "Kitty Foyle"
Friday, Feb. 14
showing the chivalry of the 1900's and, shall we say, the 'equality'
"Throughout China's history the
scholar has stood first la the social
of the 1930's.
Also, in the business world, particularly in the executive division, formality is the rule. No longer does the hail-fellow-well-met
attitude of the college student prevail. Ability, training, and experience are the keys to success. For those who would succeed in the
work-a-day world it is necessary to find out for what you are fitted;
correlate your interests and abilities, and follow a program of
training from which the most possible benefit may be derived.
With the possibility of war looming on the horizon taking
away many of the men there will be, for a time at least, an increasing demand for women to take their places. They will be drawn
from the rank and file of the college graduate today; those who
are aware of the need and best fit themselves to fill this need.

stale. This explains then- devotion to
educat'on."
"Let us pay our respects to China
who Is endeavoring to build up her
own defense as well as to promote democracy."—Dr. Mabee.

Saturday, Feb. 15
"In six years our navy win consist
of two fleets, one for the Atlantic and
one for the Pacific. Either one of
these wUl be large enough to compete
with the combined navies of other
countries. At the present time the
Lnited States is getting a new ship of
some sort every twelve days."
"Sometimes it is easy to give up in
the face of defeat, but the navy must
fight on to the end. The flag is never
pulled down in the face of enemy
tire."—Stunner Levino '43.

IN JANUW5Y 1874. MADE
AN WER MIGHT HORSEBACK.
RIDE FROM DENVER TO
BOULDER AND BACK AGAIN
TO SECURE BINDS TO MEET
THE STATE LEGISLATURE'S
DEMAND FOR MONEY BEFORE rr WOULD ESTABLISH THE UNIVERSITY OF
COLORADO AT BOULDER,/

2
THE LOYOLAN
UNIQUE NAME AND MASTHEAD
OF "ME FORMER STUDEWr PAPER
AT LOyOLA UNWERSrTy.(CAUF.)

JftUOENB OF THE UNWERSrTY OP
WISCONSIN TRAVELED OVER IO
TIMES THE DI5TATCE FROM THE
E»KFH TO THE MOON IN OCDER "R> EE
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS LAST YEAR./

Social Symphonies

Once more a successful Carnival
come and gone—and another second
semester well on its way. Although
many went home during the brief
'breathing spell" between the close
of mid-years and the beginning of
second semester classes, the majority of students stayed on campus to
•njoy the blessed relaxation and fun
of the "Heavenly Daze." Friends, relltlves, former students, and sub-freshCLUB NOTES
men were among those to attend and
Episcopal Club
participate in the varied social and
The Episcopal Students Club attended a communion service at SL athletic events of the Carnival.
Michael's Church in Auburn on SunAmong those seen here and there
day. The evening meeting took place laucing under a shower of Stardust
at Professor Seward's home on Wood at the Hop were Barbara Treeworthy
street.
from Hartford, Connecticut and Jim
Scott; Connie Biaisdell, sister of MarMacfarlane Club
tha, and Tom Hayden's brother,
At the meeting of the Macfarlane Dick; Anne Stafford, guest of sister
Club last Monday, Professor Berkel- Lib at Wilson House, with Bob Goodman spoke on the subject, "Shake- speed; Les Forbes N'42 and Margie
speare and Music".
Lewis N'42, each of whom are now attending school at Bryant-Stratton and
Christian Service Club
Katherine Gibbs respectively; Bob
There was a meeting of the Chris- Scott, former piano player for the
tian Service Club last Thursday with Bates' Bobcats and who is now a stu"Labor Problems" as topic for dis- dent at Boston University; Del Witty
cussion.
'40 and Anne Temple; Frank Coffin
'40 and Ruthie Ulrich; Mim Cram
Ramsdell Scientific Club
with a friend from Mlllinocket; Mim
Members of Ramsdell Scientific met
MacCombie with Charles King from
Tuesday evening at seven o'clock in Lynn. Barb and Bob Ireland, Hazel
Carnegie. A student meeting was con- and John Leard were among those
ducted with Rose Worobel and Lucille seen looking "Through the TelesLeonard as speakers.
cope," while Dode Pampel '40 and her
fiance joined in with true Carnival
Newman Club
spirit.
Infallibility of the Pope was the
topic for discussion at the meeting of
Jo Clopeck '44 deserted the fun and
the Newman Club, Thursday. Feb. 13. frolic to go home to Framingham;
The meeting took place at the SL "Holly" Hollis to Boston; "Ginny"
Mary's Hospital, with Rev. Father Simons to Melrose; "Glnny" Barnes to
Cournoyer as speaker.
Stoneham, while both Lou Gifford and
Eva Fowler journeyed to Rhode IslSwimming Club
and.
Swimming Club started the new semester with all members In their new
Last Tuesday night a surprise birthgarnet suits. The club Is working on day party was given in the Women's
the annual demonstration which will Union to celebrate the birthdays of
be presented as part of the Health Cammy Glazier and Ginny Wentworth,
The others who attended included—
Week program In ApriL
Barb Johnson, Dottle Fenner, Peg
Soper, Elaine Younger, Bea Woodfall
and Ruth Carey.

An interesting duo of the famed
Parker Society are the Watchdogs of
Entered as second-class matter at the Quality, Dick Fee and Mickey
the Post Office, Lerviston, Maine Walker, who guard Vonnie Chase
from too many cokes . . .
Subscription . . . $2.60 par year
Sigsbee and Turadian are lost within advance
out their former roommate but Charlie
Buck has a telephone.

Today's CoEd - Tomorrow's Business Woman

FROM THE NEWS

Bates Students Engage
In War-Relief Work
The United States Is not at war;
Bates is not at war; but war activities have begun at Bates. Some of the
Bates undergrads are already wearing
the golden wings that signify they
have completed the C. A. A. Flight
Course; others have been called in the
draft, will report for training next
July.
The Varsity Club, under president
Mike Buccigross, has written to the
United States War Department volunteering the services of its members as
airp'.ane spotters in the coming mock
invasion. No definite invasion attempts
have been made, as yet; but the club
members are even now practicing—
by spotting C. A. A. planes.
The boys are prepared for twentyfour hour service. Their lookout is
Mount David, as good a spot for
spotting as one could find in Lewiston, judging by its height and general
viewpoint. But the wind "She blow
like hurricane" some of these days;
and woe unto the Bates eds and coeds
in spring if the Varsity men should
by chance prefer to search the land
and not the sky. Spring is spring; and
when war activities settle on Mouut
David, what will Bates do?

Britain Prepares
For Spring Invasion
Spring is coming, and while
that may mean the arrival of
green lawns, balmy evenings and
fine lounging weather on the
campus, to the people of belligerent countries it means the return
of fighting weather. It is expected that soon the war will move
into a phase of increased violence and greater scope. A week
ago Sunday Prime Minister
Churchill addressed his people
and the United States in a very
moving speech, in which he
heartened his countrymen for
the great struggle in the coming
invasion of England. Fear of
Japanese invasion was felt in
Australia at a rumor that in the
spring Japan might join her
treaty partners and bring the
war to the Pacific. These hints,
of course, are receiving close at>tention in the United States.
• • ■

Restlessness Still
Prevails in Balkans
The chief seat of uneasiness,
however is the Balkans. Last
week England broke diplomatic
relations with German-occupied
Rumania, and Hitler apparently
moved to take over domination
of all the Balkans. Representatives of Yugoslavia conferred
with Der Fuhrer at Berchtesgaden with unannounced results. It
is certain, however, that Yugoslavia's neutrality is greatly imperilled, since she is practically
surrounded by Axis-dominated
countries. Bulgaria, it seems, has
already accepted peaceful German occupation. If these two
countries have capitulated to
Nazi demands, it moans that Hitler's path to the Mediterranean
will be unimpeded, Italy's defeats in Albania will be nullified,
and Britain's control of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Suez
Canal will be in danger.

Anti Nazi Riots
In Conquered Lands
While Hitler is making these
stategical advances,
trouble

Faculty wives and house mothers
have been working on bundles for
Britain and British War Relief. Once
a week the Neudie Club meets at the
Commons to sew on things to be sent
across. The women are also knitting
socks, helmets, sea boots, sweaters, To the Editor:
Here Is a portion of a letter from
and six-inch squares which are sewn
together into blankets.
my Dad. I ask you to publish it because
The pride of the campus at present I think it represents the ideas of an
is a shawl knit by the Cheneyites (six- older and maturer generation, and beinch square method), a shawl which cause it expresses a point of view
Mrs. Kierbtead is sewing together.
which I think should be more widely
Brightly colored squares of all shades
held.
make up the edges and the center is
Pat Harrington Jr. '42
to be filled with the letters, BATES,
U. S. A. The seniors at Rand are also 'Dear Pat,
knitting away but they have not com"Tell the boys not to worry about
pleted enough pieces to form a blan- tho United States. You know that Disket, yeL
raeli was Prime Minister of England
War has not been declared, but In the dark days. In his memoirs he
Bates is steadiiy trying to do her part set forth the fact that he had lived a
full and complete life, that he regretin peace time war activities.
ted very much that all the good old
A group of Junior girls, former residays had gone and that all the world
dents of Wilson House gave a supper
would see from then on wag "gloom,
ALUMNI NEWS
party In the Women's Union, Saturday
despair, rot and destruction." Many,
Philip G. Fairfield '37 is a chemist many years have gone since that time
night, February 15. Those in the party
were Martha Blaiadell, Jean Kenes- for the Hercules Powder Co., address and about ten other lean politicians
ton, Virginia Day, Ruth Ulrich, Elean- 252 Main street. South River, N. J.
and statesmen thought and believed
ora Keene, and Muriel Swicker.
Hope Flanders Danielson N"39, who that when their end came and their
worked at Corara Library during her rule of office came to an end, the
A dinner party will be given in the
world was at an end. That occurred in
Women's Union preceding the Junior undergraduate days, is helping out in my time. Wilson believed during the
the
emergency
caused
by
the
serious
Girls' Dance on Friday, February 21,
World War that it the whole world
by a group of juniors from Cheney illnesses of Mrs. Roberts, librarian,
didn't do what he said it wouldn't last
and
Miss
Foster,
cataloguer.
House.
ten years, and he died an old man, beNorma Watkins '39 is instructor in lieving in himself to the last; and, of
English at Marot Junior College in course, he left this present mess for
Thompson, Conn.
someone to settle. So if yon will look
Charles Graichen '40 is a chemist over history, you will And that each
for E. L DuPont de Nemours and Co, generation had a better and more lastErwii D. Canham Speaks
ing and fuller life, and if the boys up
in Gibbstown, N. J.
To Bates Bound Table
Mark Lelyveld '40, student at Col- there will only Just sit back and let
the Europeans quarrel as they may
The Bates Round Table met on Feb. umbia University School of Journal- among
themselves, America will
14 at the home of President and Mrs. 'sm, has been awa; ded a scholarship emerge and have a fuller, better existGray to hear an interesting discussion for the spring semester. The award is ence, so that when it comes your time
on "Public Information In Today's one of three made in memory of the to write to a son in college you will
World" by Mr. Erwin D. Canham. The late Miss Katherine MacMahon, for- have the pleasure of quoting what
hosts of the meeting were President j mer member of the faculty.
your father said to you and think that
and Mrs. Gray, Dr. and Mrs. GoodWilliam H. Sutherland Jr. '40 rep- maybe he was right
win, Mr. and Mrs. Fisher, and Mr. resents the Youth Committee Against
Very truly youra,
and Mrs. Veraoa.
I War at 37 Wright street, Newark, N J.
Dad"

seems to be stirring in
ly conquered lands. tfJ!
ship keeps news of SUch
at a minimum, but last tt.(
dispatches admitted
rioting in Stockholm ^
dam. Opposition to the K
been aroused by allege(j ,
persecution, political 0pPr
and economic exploit^
last has included forced M
of laborers to the Reich
and levies to pay the
occupation, confiscation of
erty, and forced sales of Pro
and materials at exchange,
favorable to Germany.
• • •

Debates Waging Over
Lease-Lend Bill
Here, at home, the le»J
bill to aid Britain seems «,
its way to final passage,
few fundamental change! |
its original form. A si»
side issue of its progress
been its reception by the 1
bean Party. Unfortunately,^
ision in Congress on the biiu
been on party lines, with
great majority of Republk
aga«nst it. But the titular'm
of the party is not with the.
'jority of party politicians. W«
' dell Willkie rushed home
England to appear before
Senate committee in support^
the bill. He suggested that it J
amended to apply specifically!
England, China, and Greece, j
the Senate majority prefers^
mention no names, fearing
it might discourage other
tries which are possibly cons
ering resistance to the -I
powers. Wilikie's stand is et|
tremely unpopular witk<
Republicans, traditional I
tionists. It is becoming morel
more evident how deeply I
ty is split by confused
and personal jealousies. T
for national unity in time
crisis must take this disorgfl
zation into account, for it I
to be growing more serious.

Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:
The co-directors of DM 1»« *
Carnival have heard from rf"l
sources that the activities
in last week end were a *uee*
wish to take this opportunity to**
ell those who have made this p***
We will start with the admin*^
and faculty who were so helpful
our program needed revision
the weather, and In their
to chaperone the various ew»*
cial thanks are also give" w
men of the many parts of the
and to their committees. We
express our gratitude to the
concerns of the city, Lake Au ,
Co, Roak Florists. Hodge »
Mary's Candy Shop, Grant.
and Osgood Jewelers- Las'
least we thank our faculty
Dr. Sawyer and Miss W**»*
With the fine cooperation l»
eat of all the above and *•
the week end was truly » Be»*
Daze and fun for all.
Signed,
Gale Rice and RalPb
Co-Director* «

Brainy Co-eds To
Receive Free ^
Prangedakls Restaurant rf J
nounced that it will g've ^A
fcirls of the graduating <= zLm
cream soda for every A * yl
received this past sew* •» ,|l
date to be announced
.■
those qualifying will » ^M
the restaurant in » *r° \/A
ceive this bonus and as
yl
llcity the town P***T*!L KM
to take; pictures of
trurta.
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tfoopsters Meet Strong Team From Northeastern Thurs.
mon Will Be
litene Of Game
Bates Will Meet
On Campus
Colby
Night
gaturda3

SPORT SHOTS
By DAISY PURANEN *41

Femmes Prove Athletic
Prowess In Many Ways

f\

Red Hot Garnet Five
Trounce Engineers

By JOANNE LOWTHER '41
John Kieran. sports writer for the, Al McCoy, a Bostonian at heart and
Maybe you gents think we femmes won prizes in open meets, while Kitty
limes, and John Donovan, sporta eai-1 former Northeastern coach, wiU retor for the STUDENT, have more in ■ turn to his old stamping ground when were satisfied with Women Suffrage Winne and Chippy Mansfield dare the
bc scene of the college baacommon than their first names, their, he undertakes the coaching of the but we're right in there a-fighting now ski jump,
I
Imes shifts from the Alumni
isy Umor, and} infectious smilea j Harvard backfield this spring under for our brawny rights. Now I know Chase And Davis
V^S t0 the Lewislon Armory Kieran, one of the "mental wizards'
Due to an outbreak of daisies
Coach Dick Harlow. Colby loses | you gents ain't so dumb—you must Basketball Acee
Vf^L wOl tangle with North- of "Information Please", is no slouch
Now I know how wildly enthusiastic
on the Bridgton slope last week
fcood coach, and Al may lose a little iiave guessed we mean athletics see^
The Bates varsity and frosh basketK in one-half of the double- when it comes to matters outside the
rag as how this is on the Sports Page, you ali are over girls' basketball. But
end the annual intercollegiate ski
individuality and limelight for awhile,
ball sharks were both victorious Sat^rith Uwiston High on Thurs- realms of brawn, and Donovan, cleanIf you boys would only look at the car we help it if our rules are dlffermeet with the four Maine colleges
but he gams in salary, and Harvard
urday night when they defeated MIT
M*
i„ Xortheastern, Bates has ing up a 4-toint average, is following
situation in an objective manner you ent? So what? Some of you wise guys
was cancelled. Coach Win Durgin
certainly
gains
an
excellent
football
and Deering High School to the tune
W
Ought catch wise to the fact that we're say. It's still dull! Confidentially
"Vmidable opponent, for it was in his footsteps. Another personally mentor.
reported that efforts were being
of 43-34 and 41-25 In the Bates Alumni
pretty good—well, some of us are. though—no duller than some of the
f*Ht Saturday night that this team of our sports staff, John Robinson '42,
made to hold the meet two weeks
• • •
gym.
Don't know what I mean by an objec- j vanity fiascos. We think Vonnie "RabMode Island State College to a boa found a position wttB the Lewishence.
John Borokan, colored track star,
The Bobcats opened their first game
tive manner? I mean watch our form, bit shot" Chase and Lucy Davis are
r
57-28. Rhode Island, who has ton Sun us ; ioo.'readc-r.
At that same time the BU meet
broke the 800 yard record at Madison
of the second semester with a win to
and I do mean our skill, our tech-1 puhlenty good although once in awhile
"tl the best team in New Engwill be run off. Some of the col• • •
Square Garden last Saturday night, nique. Some of us aren't too dusty ! they're just as surprised as that redrepeat a similar feat over Hartwick
ir?— circles;, has averaged 76 M.
leges competing are. Cornell, Uncovering
the
distance
in
1:52:6.
Ossie
The calculations of the MIT boys
earlier In the season. Bates set the
I Sad b°°P
Sure,
I
know
you
budding
Charles
Atj
headed
Irish
varsity
ace
is
when
he
game for the season, and the
ion, St Lawrence, Bates, Colgate.
ijjIltS*
went a little awry Saturday (in more j chaPman of Bates had set the pre- ipses need proof. Should I give it to sinks a basket.
pace as Red Raftery opened the scorthat tho Huskier- made
Mass State, MTT„ and Bowdoin.
ing session in the early minutes of
ways than one "judging by the score), vious record of 1:52:8 In 1931 for the you sugar coated like all the better
Some of us babes go for archery—
*°*^the Rams indicates the potenThose skiing for Bates are. Julie
Olympic
try-outs,
and
since
tied
by
play after a pass from Tommy Flanawhen the Bates Athletic Plant had to
known
pills?
and
not
just
because
we
believe
in
Thompson, Francis Jones, Bill
Sties of the team from Boston.
gan. Although the Engineers staged
oompleiely outfit three of the Engi- John Woodruff, Pitt star, runner of
Cupid. "Tis funny though how that's a
A is for Athletics which we play
^e probable Northeastern starting
Lever, Wally Flint, and Dave
the
la3t
few
yet-is.
sporadic rallies and were on the ball
eers with "inside-out" Bates uniforms
Spring
sport.
Anyhow,
come
Spring,
to keep out of a casket.
j, Karon and Sullivan in the
Sawyer.
every minute, the Bobcats were at no
to make them eligible for competicome
take
a
look
at
Shorty
Bailey
hit
B
is
for
basketball
which
you
wtcourt, Uwler at the pivot posi-1
time seriously threatened and had no
tion. It seems the MIT uniforms travthe bull's eye. In case you think these
Another note of interest around 1930
play with a ball and a basket
and Aizone and Gogan at the
trouble In taking a 43-34 victory.
elled to Conway, N. PL, with their ski was Jeffrey Lynn's membership on the
Or
can
you
he-men
take
it
straight
j
land
sports
a
little
dry
what
say
we
Unrds. Bates will start out Gorteam. (Bet the skiers were cold on Bates relay team which won the Na- •Ike this?
move into the water? We sure have a
Bates' first line of defense ran out
^ and Raftery at the forwards,
the icy slopes of Mt Washington in tional AAU two-mile relay champion- Matiack Stars
bunch of mermaids in the girls' swima 10-6 lead In the first period and nutibster at center, and Flanagan and
ship..
basketbaL 'horts.
ming club, and there's nothing fishy
merous substitutions kept that to a
At Hockey
Rty at the guard positions. Other
23-17 lead. Sophomore Monk helped
about the club either. Jane White of
Quakeress
Dottle
Matiack
is
a
super
wieteers who will probably see acmatters considerably and shared high
hockey player. She uses her head when the Auburn Whites is pretty special.
HJ, are Carl Monk, Dick Raymond,
East Parker and the New Dorm are scoring honors with Harry Gorman.
she plays and doesn't go on a leisure- *nd why shouldn't she be? Anybody
| jjo Boyan, and Red King.
ly wild chase, which seems to be your who can handle that truck the way leading in the Intramural League with The third period was much the same
On Saturday. Feb. 22, Bates enterboth anticipating a juicy victory for with the score mounting to 31-27 In
main ejection to women's hockey. Be- she does out to be special
„jgs Colby in the fourth and last Sethe coveted league title. Six basketball favor of the local hoopmen.
The Bates varsity and fresh- sides this she conks as fine a shin Girls Indulge
[ame of the season. With Bates
games were played during the past
man track squads will be seeking vic- .:s you'll find in any man's sport. Veri- In Various Sports
Captain Samuels of MIT led the atM to avenge a previous defeat at the
two weeks. The scores are as follows: tack and sparked his team by many
tory over Bowdoin this week when fication will be given by Jack Senior.
I
could
go
on
ad
infinitum.
We
jmisof the Mules, the game should
Or maybe you amateur Bridges and dance; and we do mean it's strenuthey trek down to Brunswick to meet
John Bertram 37, Off Campus 25. long shots and fast play. Mwakas stole
some fine basketball on the
the Bowdoin teams. The varsity will Tildens think we're too weak to stum- ous and that Daisy Puranen is good! The points were distributed as fol- the show with his spectacular foul
jut of both teams.
open the State indoor competition Fri- ble off our pedestals and wield a rack- We ride horseback; and can we can- lows. Young 13, Hervey 10, and Cody shots. He finally turned out to be huWith toe season rapidly drawing to a
day afternoon, and the fresl^nan team et. Well, then, come up and see the ,cr. (Bet you.d Uke t0 see &* horse 9 for J. B.; Baker 12 and Small 8 for man when he missed one In the last
(at, Coach "Manny" Mansfield and
is running its first dual meet on this Misses Kitty Winne, Judy Chick, and j Dee Hunt ravea abouU We play ^j. O. C.
period. We thought he must have figli Bates basketeers are especially
Gale Rice. They all slash a mean ball iey ualI_ we ^^ we <jo just about
afternoon.
ured out each shot by calculus. Brud
DBOIB to win these next few games
John Bertram 34, Roger Williams
and inciaentaUy tatty plays wlin h.r
Witty's steady defense work was also
No
indoor
meet
was
held
last
year,
everything.
But
let's
get
down
into
my
25. Hervey, 16 points for J. B, and
I to end the season in a blaze of
class. I do want to mane some men- Temple with 10 and Merritt with 9 for a highlight.
but in the outdoor meet the Bowdoin left hand.
You'll pardon If we Ignore the sea- tion of the prowess of the waitresses
team won, and will be the favorite to
The Bates freshmen also held to
the losers.
win the meet this year, because of its sons and jump back to skis? Prob- who have to battle for the clean siltheir laurels by blasting an inferior
East Parker 46, West Parker 19.
ably more girls ski at Bates than men. ver. I still bear the scars where some
well-balanced squad.
Deering High School team to the tune
Cote and Aucoin, high scorers for E.P.
And
what's
more,
some
of
our
stats
one
jabbed
a
fork
into
my
hand.
Then
of 41-25. The Bobkittens took the ofThe Bates varsity will depend
with 10 points each.
fensive at the start and had things
largely upon the four men who make are pretty stellar. Personally I never too, any sports review would not be
East Parker 46, Off Campus 27. E.P. pretty much their own way throughup its mile relay team to gather the get beyond the lesson in which you complete without some mention of the
learn how to fall down. But Christies, better proponents of the old Spanish stars. Cote and Aucoin with 15 and out the game.
points in the running events. Bob McIn a thrilling second over-time pestem-turns, gelandesprungs, and tele- art—namely bull throwing. And has 14 respectively. McLeod, 13, for the
Lauthlin will run the mile and prob| nod last Thursday night, the freshDoug Stantial and George Silverman
ably
the
1000-yard
dash.
Another
Bates
"^ "^ nothing^ to coeds Uk» Bates ever seen a better one than losers.
nan basketball team bowed to Heprovided the thrills for the local fans
Ciaire
Greenleaf
and
Becky
Finnie.
I
Diddie
alias
Betty-Mae
alias
Linda
relayer, Dave Nickerson, will run the
New Dorm 31, J. B. 29. Fostrom 10 by flooding the hoop with 12 and 10
I WD Academy.
1000. Nickerson broke the meet rec- understand our girl Claire has even B. Scranton?
and Boothby 9 for the winners; Her- points respectively. Feyler was DeerHebron took the lead, but owing to
ord in the Northeastern meet earlier
vey 14 and Young 8 for J. B., who ing's top scorer with 7 points.
the scoring of George Silverman and
HARRY GORMAN
this season, and has been improving
protested the game.
Dave Saniial the Bobkittens managed
(Continued on page four)
rapidly. With the fast Bowdoin track,
to draw even. With one minute to play
W. P. 32, R W: 26. High scorer was
With just about a week left of the',
this event may be the feature of the
Arnold Card tied the score at 4T-a.ll.
Saari of Roger Bill.
Winter Season there Is still time to
afternoon.
In the first overtime period with a
In volleyball the New Dorm defeatKen Lyford and Irving Mabee, the make up those four hours of activity
The freshman-sophomore meet and
aaute to go, Silverman tied the score
two other relayers, will run in the for credit. By far the largest number the intercla8s meet, run jointly for the ed East Parker 2-L
1th two foul shots to make it 55-all.
The Bates Bobcats dropped a heart- 600- and 300-yard events, with Lyford of girls have come out for Winter Cist time in Bates history, Feo.
In a thrilling Carnival hockey game.
I« the second overtime period, Hebron breaker at Orono last Thursday when
also competing in the main dash. The Sports, with basketball, volleyball, and 15, in the cage, gave Ken Lyford the West Parker stopped East Parker 7-5
Promptly A Accurately Filled
t»k the lead with eight points, and the Maine team came up from behind
two-mile event will see Warren Drury archery also getting their share. The opportunity for collecting 23 points to with Watts, Sears and Donnellan star■U it to the end, despite a Bates in the last couple of minutes to pull
Round Robin Archery Tournament gain individual scoring honors, as well ring for West.
running for the Garnet
Car. College A Sahattuf, Lewtotea
ally which netted three points.
must be completed by the end of the as to lead his sophomore teammates
out a *8-46 victory. Coming down "to
Bates
has
only
one
hurdler,
Norman
Men Saturday the freshmen will the last minute. Bates held 46-43 and
season, Feb. 24.
to two victories. Lyford gathered four
hvt a chance to gain revenge when then three Maine tallies in a row Tufts, but in the high Jump Bates may
Basketball Club has been holding firsts in the forty-yard dash, 300-yard
have
tho
services
of
former
state
% meet Hebron again In a preview gave Maine the game.
champion, Don Webster. Bowdoin will particularly interesting and profitable dash, broad jump, and the 45-yard
Pme before the Colby-varsity game.
Maine led the first quarter 20-8. The .lave a decided edge in the pole vault meetings. Each Tuesday afternoon in low hurdles, and placed second in the
45-yard high hurdles.
second period was a different story' against the lone Bates entrant, Mar- Rand Gym at 4.30 the club meets, and
for
half
an
hour
practices
techniques
The meets were run together but
with Bates adding 14 points to Maine's .el Boucher.
Bates' chances are much brighter in in the form of skill relays. These are scored separately. The sophomores
7 so that at the end of the half, Maine
led only 27.-22. The Bobcats reduced the weight events, however, as they planned and led by two of the mem- won the interclass meet by a score of
tho margin still more In the third can call on John Ifesbee and George bers; each week two different girls E5V4-33 points of the juniors; 32 of the
Parmenter in the'shot put, Parmenter taking over the program. The rest of freshmen; and 21H of the seniors.
period and were behind only 34-3L
and Harry Boothby in the 35-pound the meeting time is devoted to playing They won the dual meet 64-52.
Boyan was hot in the last quarter weight, and Slgsbee again in the dis- basketball; two other members acting
The freshmen held the advantage
and put Bates in the lead 44-40. Web- cus. In the broad jump. Bates will as referee and umpire. In this way all
over the second-year men to the
the
girls
get
practice
In
techniques,
ster added another basket, but Crow- have Lyford, Elden Boothby, and
weight events, pole vault, and high
coaching, and refeering.
ley of Maine dropped two baskets and Charles Howarth.
iump, in which the sophomores had
connected for a foul shot and Ward
Throughout this Winter season, practically no entries.
In the two meets thus far, the freshfinished the game off 48-46.
men have lost to Thornton Academy in members of Ski Club have been offerMcLauthlin and Sigsbee scored 10
ing skiing instruction to the women
The outstanding scorer for Bates a dual meet, and to Deering High in
and 9 points respectively to lead the
of
all
classes.
This
Instruction
is
m
was Boyan with a tally of 17 points. a triangular meet, in which South
juniors, while Harry Boothby collectline with that offered in the gym classPortland also competed.
Witty and Webster also turned in
es, and thus gives pupils an addiitonal ed 13 points for the seniors.
Despite the large squad. Coach
commendable defensive games.
Thompson is having his difficulties in opportunity to learn and practice unWELLS' GREAT
der the tutelage of Ski Club members.
getting the men into shape, and in
finding suitable distances for the men The class will continue to meet every
day that there Is snow. In front of
tc run. Only one or two of the twentyWe Can Sfcow Tea ■ Tarie*
(Continued on page four)
two who have reported for the frosh
Hel.'.-tlen »f
ALL THIS WEEK
squad
have
had
any
previous
experiPRIZE CUPS • F0OTAI5 PEXS
ence. Burton Smith, co-captain of the
LADIES' MLK UMBRELLAS an*
EVERY WTNTER SPORTS ITEM
COLLIGI STBEET
frosh cross-country squad has shown
LEATHER HAND BAflf
AT NEAR COST
up
well
in
the
meets,
but
he
will
have
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
to face an outstanding runner In Al
BOOK E.MiS
•
CLOCKS
Hillman of the Bowdoin frosh.
AH Klaii of Ska* Kcaatrtag
Ed Goodrich and Don Roberta will
probably see acUon for Bates in the M CaOaga St
UmMn, Ma,
Jewelers
1000, as will Harold Hoaklns and ArHere's a drink that is unique. It
Lewlilon
Mslne
nold Card In the dashes. Card also
never loses the freshness of
ESTABLISHED 1871
Drop lata
competes in the low hurdles and
appeal that first charmed you.
THE QUALITY SHOP
broad jump events.
IIS College St. S rain, frem Caraaoi
You drink it and enjoy an afterBruce Park will run the high hurFeaturing Hamburg Ssnawlrhri
W Main Street
sense of complete refreshment.
dles and compete In the high Jump for
Hot Dogs an« ToasteA Saaawiehet
2A
the Bates team. The lone entrant In
So when you pause throughout
Hare Ton Tried Oar Stlex Coffee!
OCK AIM IS TO SATISFY
the pole vault will be Richard Crean.
hhr
Open 7 A. M. te 10:*) P. M.
the day, make it me pause that
WITH OtfB QUALITY FOOD
The weight contingent of the Bates
refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola. YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY
BATES STUDENTS
frosh is very strong and will hare to
be depended upon If the freshmen are
Boulcd under author ity of The Coca-Cola Company br
to win the meet. Jack Shea has been
HAYES
EATS
IN
HIS
OWN
DINER
doing very well to the shot put in
COCA-COLA BOTTLING"PLANTSINC.
practice, and will alao heave the dis39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine
fcnctsaa lee Cream
cus. Clifford Larrabee will throw the
weight and dlscu* and Peter HemOPP. SUH-J0CB3AL — TEL. 1440 — LEW1STOH, MAIKB
****>•« Ml at ¥**
menway will also compete to the dia1 ,TE

Harry Gorman and
Premature Spring
Halts Ski Meet Carl Monk Share
High-Scoring Honors

HIGH SCORER

Intramural League
Draws To Close Finish

Track Teams Meet
Bowdoin This Week

■to

Bobkittens Lose To
I Hebron In Overtime

w A A News

Pale Blue Rallies
To Whip Bobcats

| Lyford Leads Sophs
To Track Victory

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

Its part of the game
...to pause and

Final. Clearance
Of All

Winter Sportswear
Contact

OUR COLLEGE

REPRESENTATIVE

SKI and SKATE

SALE

tossHonorineHadley
Tel.-3825-R

SHOE HOSPITAL

Barnstone-Osgood

Wells

SPORTING
GOODS Inc.
AUBURN

I J. Murphy Fur Co.
^L 2143-2144-3272

Purity Restaurant

The College Store

' shSt. LewistonMe.

HOOD'S

s COLLEGE STORE

r'

5'

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street"

HAYE'S DINER

Pastry Of All Kinds

OPP. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

« ■"■*■
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i
1
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AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
AU This Week
"Gone With The Wind". Complete! Uncut! Exactly as roadshown! Mat 1.30 p. m. 40c. Eve
7.30 p. m. 55c
Sun. Mon. Toes. - Feb. 28-84-25-86
■High Sierra" with Humphrey
Bogart and Ida Luplno.
AUBURN
Wed. and Than. - Feb. 19 and 20
Roscoe Karns and Ruth Donnelly
!n "Petticoat PoUtlcs".
John Shelton and Virginia Gray
in "Blonde Inspiration".
Fri. and Sat. - Feb. 21 and 22
Ann Sothern and Lew Ayres in
"Maizie Was A Lady".
Vaudeville.
Sun. Mon. Tues - Feb. 23, 24, 25
"Chad Hanna" wllh Henry Fonda,
Dorothy Lamour and Linda Darnell

twenty-First Carnival
Proves Great Success

Keeping true to iU theme, "Heavenly Daze", the annual Bates Winter
Carnival scored its 21st marked success. The festivities opened in hi*h
spirits with the Coed Banquet and the,
4aiice' during which the coronation o.
Queen Frances the First was the highlight.
In spite of the threatening weathei
and sticky snow, Friday morning
found a large part of the student bod;
donning skis for a morning of out
door fun at Pole Hili The interdorni
sports events were the feature of UK
afternoon program with the honor;
going to Rand Hall and the off-cam
pus contingent. The climax of the afternoon was the lolly-pop race whic
was won by Milly Brown and Die,
Raymond.
Friday evening's rainy weather fail
ed to dampen the festival spirit c
the frolicking students and guests.
Open-house at Chase Hall was subsU
•.utcd for the moonlight skate, an
The Lawrance Chemical Society held pool, billiards, bowling, and dancin.
ikclr first meeting of the second se- provided entertainment for the men
mester in Hedge Laboratory last and women alike. Bates emerged tht
night. The speakers. WiUard Mills '41 ..nner in the intercollegiate ski m
and Stanley Austin '41. presented a in spite of unfavorable conditions.
Friday night's rain washed awaj
talk on "Poisons". The talk was followed by a general discussion on the many of the pieces of statuary, bu.
topic by the members of the society. ihe students went to work Saturday
Members of La Petite Academie met .norning and carved new masterpiece
Tuesday night at Libbey Forum for a | Rand Hall and the New Dorm won th
quiz program. The affair was in charge honors for their attempts to show the
spirit of the carnival in this unique
of Edward Booth '41.
form. The Carnival Hop Saturday evening high-lighted the "Heavenly
Daze", while open-house at Thorncrag
climaxed the week end of fun wh.i
no amount of unseasonable weathei
VAKSITY BASEBALL
could have spoiled.
April
19 Bowdoin at Brunswick
23 Tufts at Medford
21 Worcester Poly Tech, Worcester
25 Boston U. at Weston. Mass.
26 Northeastern at Brookllns
Mrs. Katherine Dunbar, represent
CO Maine at Orono
ative from the Katherine G.bbi
May
1
School, was on campus Wednesday,
3 Colby at Waterville
Feb. 12. At this time she conducte
5 Bowdoin at Brunswick
personal interviews with those inter7 Maine at Orono
ested in business careers. Mrs. Du.-.
9 Bowdoin at Lewiston
bar
wiU
probably
be
remerr.
i-i Maine at Lewiston
bered for the especially helpful talk
16 Colby at Lewiston
the gave last year at a women's as20 Colby at Lewiston
sembly on the place of the college
24 Vermont at Lewiston
girl in the business world
27 Bowdoin at Brunswick
Another vocational speaker this past
week was Miss Adele Howe from BurFRESHMAN BASEBALL
dett College who also held conferences
April
i i .»•'
for those planning to go into business.
26 Deering at Lewiston
These vocational programs were
30 Kents HiU at Lewiston
sponsored by the employment agency
May
under the supervision of Prof. Bart5 Hebron at Lewiston
lett.
12 Lewiston at Lewiston
14 Bridgton at Lewiston
13 Ruiaio.d at Lewiston
21 Edward Little at Lewiston
23 Portland at Lewiston
27 Kents HiU at Kent* HiU
As an added service to the students
the STUDENT publishes this Ust of
GOLF
certain changes which can be made in
May
the Address Book put out by the Wo3 Bowdoin at Brunswick
men's Student Government Board.
7 Colby at Lewiston
They are as follows:
13 Maine at Lewiston
New students include Paul Farris
17 Colby at WaterviUe
•42, 67 Water street, Machias, Maine
19-20 State Meet at Augusta
—New Dorm, Middle; Beth Sundlic
VARSITY TRACK
*42, 1034 South street, Roslindale,
April
Mass.—Hacker House; Paul Smith '44,
19 Interclass
Box 158 South Windham, Maine26 Bowdoin at Lewiston
East Parker; Lloyd Morrison '42, 30
May
Claremont Park, Boston, Mass.—New
3 MIT at Lewiston
Dorm, North. Hope Hintz '44 is now
10 State Meet at Colby
in Frye Street House and Peter
17 Northeastern at Lewiston
Hemmenway has moved to 226 Col23-24 New Englands at Cambridge lege street
31 IC-4A

Chfiin, r reach Clubs Have
First Meetings Of Term

Spring Sports Schedule

Boston Business Colleges
Conduct Interviews

Copjn^ut 19-11. Li-win & Mini

TOBACCO

Co.

WAA News

Ladies Boots
Black & White

$1.98
Lewiston Rubber Co.
213 Lisbon St. Lewiston

COJirT.ETE LOT OF
CAMERAS
Developing
Printing

THE FILM SHOP
Opp. Post Office

Lewiston

Call 4040
For Heal Courteous Taxi Service
LErTISTOH, MAISB

EAT AT

STECKINO'S
SERVING

Italian & American
Foods
Where Yen Get Large Dinners
104 MIDDLE ST.
LEWISTOH
For PrlTate Parties Call 15«

I

BILL

THE BARBER

Norris-Hayden

A Bates Tradition

LAUNDRY

GEO. A. ROSS

AUBtTRH, ME.

TEL. «!•

Lftnt
JACK M0BBI9 '41

i

(Continued from page three)
Rand at 4:30, and moves from there
to ML David or wherever else in the
vicinity there is good skiing.
Modern Dance Club and iti apprentice group consisting of those who
rassed the last tryouts, have begun
work for the demonstration.
Speaking of Ihe demonstration, it is
necessary now to" say only that it is
to be held on March 20. The WAA
award committee has been chosen and
it now meeting to determine the girls
who have earned their sweaters oi
numerals.
The annual intercollegiate play day
that consists of delegates from U. of
M., Colby, U. of N. H., Nasoon, and
Bates is to be held this year at the
U. of N. H. Those board members
chosen to represent Bates this year
are: Ruth Bailey, Elizaeth Stafford,
Muriel Swicker, and Priscilla Simpson.
The first semester has brought a semester of voluntary training to a very
FRESHMAN TRACK
successful close, with 88 girls receiv- April
ing credit Those having the highest
19 Interclass
scores are: Seniors, P. Giles, E. Rob25 Bridgton-Portland at Lewiston
erts, and G. Libby; Juniors, T. RizouMay
lis, S. W'itham, and D. Foster; Sopho1 Cony at Lewiston
mores, G. Hahnel, M. Burns, M Llttle5 Hebron-Rockland at Lewiston
f.eld. Frosh, N. Leonard, S. Rizoulis,
10 State Relays
and E. Lever. It is interesting to note
15 Thornton-Rumford at Lewiston
that the town girls had hfgher scores
21 Edward Littlc-Deering, Lewiston
than the dorm girls. Cheney, Town,
and Wilson in that order had the most
TENNIS
girls taking training.
April
24 Rhode Island at Kingston, R. L
25 Brown U. at Providence
26 Tuf ts at Medford
May
2 New Hampshire at Lewiston
(•r
7 Bowdoin at Lewiston
EDS and CO-EDS
9 Colby at WaterviUe
Chane Hall . Mount t-19—14
16 Maine at Orono
19-20 State Meet at Lewiston

SAT IT WITH ICE CREAM
ELM STREET
Bates 1*M

GORDON'S
FEATURES

Hot Pastromi
Sandwiches
Mammy's Southern
Waffles
FOOD THAT IS DIFFERENT
U? Main St

STUDENT Announces
Address Changes

Deputation Group Goes To
Madison, New Hampshire
A deputation group will travel to
Madison, N. H., this week end to conduct a social and religious program.
They wiU have charge of aJl services
on Sunday and In the afternoon and
evening wUl conduct a conference of
ah the churches of North Carroll
County. Those making the trip are
Betty Cbrsa '44, Jane Woodbury '42,
and Morgan Porteous '4L
Spoffard Avery '41 wiU leave on Friday to take up his duties with ate
t3d National Guard of Maine of
which he is a member. He wUl be stationed at Camp Blanding in Florida
after induction at Portland on the
24th. "Spot" is majoring in biology
and is a member of Jordan Scientific
Society.

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
IXC.
1M WWdte tUr*H
SH1MT WORK A
SPECIALTY

Amt

Popular Negro Soprano
Gives Concert Monday
Ella Belle Davis, celebrated young
:iegro toprano, printed a variei a«d
well-chosen program on Monday evening in the Chapel. Her sensitively
i-endered spirituals combined with her
operatic selections made the concert
one of tae most enjoyaole of the year.
Sue was accompanied by her state',
Marie P. Davis, who also played several solo numbers.
Particularly enjoyable were: "The
^ospel Train" arr. by Burleigh, "Verijebliches Standchen" by Brahms,
Daybreak; by McDonald, and the
amusing "Cukoo" which was an en.ore.
,
I he program included:
I
oopiano
TuLuSai
ToreX
Gia II Sole Dal Gange .. Scarlatti
Vieille Chanson Espagnole Aubert
Passepied
Delibes
H
Von Ewiger Liebe ..
Brahms
Vergebiiches Staendchen .. Brahms
Die Mainacht
Brahms
Meine Liebe ist Grjen
Brahms
HI
r"iano
Thirty-two Variations .. Beethoven

rv

Dr. Fisher Publishes
Geological Article
Dr. Lloyd W. Fisher of the Geology
department has recently had published
a discussion of the "Structure and
Metamorphism of Lewiston, Mains,
Region". This article constitutes the
Bulletin of the Geological Society of
America for January, 1941. Many maps
and photographs prepared by Dr. Fisher ere featured.
The Bulletin discusses the various
formations making up the "rocks of the
area, among them, the Pejepscot, the
Taylor Brook, the Androscoggin, the
Vassalboro, and the Sabattus. A general description and distribution Is
given for all of these, as well as a
btudy of their correlation. Included In
this is a description of the minerals
found in the various formations and
of the igneous rocks.
Previous to this publication little
had been written regarding this region which includes approximately 700
square miles, most of which Is In
Androscoggin County in southwestern
Maine. The article represents a reorganization of earlier material supplemented by Dr. Fisher's personal work
which has bfcen very Intensive for the
! ast fpw year*.

PECK'S
CRISP
WHITE
Rayon
Sharkskin

DICKIES
with your own
MONOGRAM

59c
A tonic for your dark winltt
suit,

sweater or jacket Pun

length back and front for p«.
feet fit

Two neat permawat

initials on the collar.

W. A. A.

STREET FLOOR

(Continued from page one)

soprano
Awards had been given to the outAir of Salome (Herodiade) Massenet standing
women
athletes
from
Intermission
the very beginning of the organization of A.A. although the basis of these
awards dian^cd through the years. At
.oprano
Daybreak
McDonald fir3t there was •.h.cfly interclass competition, teams being chosen — first,
Tell Me, Oh Blue, Blue Sky
Glannini second, and third — and stripes being
given to the girls that made the teams.
The Russian Nightingale
Alabieff - Liebling Three stripes for making first team,
two for second, and one for third.
VI
Later this was revised, and the numPiano
Deep River ...'■ Coleridge - Taylor ber of stripes given lessened. In 1920,
Dance of Desire
Dett the girls receiving six stripes received
her numerals; one receiving twelve,
received a "B". This type of award
oprano
was decided upon "as long as it was
I Stood On De Ribber of Jerdon
clearly distinguishable from the 'B'
Burleigh
-awarded the men athletes".
De Gospel Train
Burleigh
Professor Walmsley came to Bates
City Called Heaven .. Hall Johnson
with many ideas in the year of 1927Cn, What a Beautiful City
Hall Johnson 28. Inter-class, Inter-sister, and inter'orm competition in many sports allowed most of the girls interested in
basketball to take part. It Is in this
vear that we have the very first evidences of a division of the girls into
Garnets and Blacks. However, it was
not until the year 1931-32 that tha InA letter was recently sent out from auguration of the Garnet and Black
the President's office to all alumni in similar to the present system was
which a review of the year's events seen. Upon entrance to Bates as fresh,
was made. Mention was made of the men, the girls were assigned to either
leaving of Assistant Professor Leslie the Garnet or Black team. In all team
Spinks for Camp Edwards as recrea- sports inter-class teams of both Gartion director; of the additions made to net and Black weie chosen, and the
the Speech and English courses, and game played for the points to win the.
of the increase in tuition. Publications banner annually awarded. Many sports
by Professors included Dr. Fisher's were added to the W.A.A. program this
"Structure and Metamorphism of year and the one following so that the
Lewiston, Maine, Region", Professor aims "A girl in every sport" and "play
Berkehnan's "America In Bronze", for play's sake" could be realized.
Until 1935 aU members of the Board
appearing in the fall issue of the Sehad
been elected. But from this time
wanee Review, Dr. Bertocci's "The Focus of Religious Education" in the on only the officers are elected, and
winter number of Religion in Life. the rest of the Board is appointed. In
Dr. Sweet has announced that his this way the best material available
"Erich Bollman in Vienna" will ap- can be chosen for Board membership
pear in the April number of the Amer- and is not lost through an election.'
ican Historical Review and that the This year too, saw the innovation of
University of Wisconsin Press will Ihe High School Play Day to which
publish his book entitled "Frederich nearby high schools are invited to send
delegates. Bates has done much in aidGentz—Political Virtuoso".
ing the physical education departOther features mentioned included
ments of the high schools through
an explanation of the comprehensive
this activity of WAA The ever-popexam system and a description of the
ular Back-to-Bates tea was also added
new typewriting and stenography
to the program Una year.
courses being offered.
Thus through the change of athletic
costume from voluminous bloomers to
trim shorts, one can see the metamorPhasis of the Bates WAA. to its present program of clubs, individual and
team sports, and various social activities.
The women's staff gratefully acknowledge the 12:15 per granted
to them to put the STUDEN'l to
ben, bit it wasn't needed dua •«
efficiency. -Nuff said! They were
aU sawing logs at ten o'clock.
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President Sends Alumni
Letter on College Affairs

Student Sob Sisters
Sleep So-o Soundly

MIT Game
(Continued from page thret)
Summaries.
FG Hi
BATES
G
Gorman, If
*
3 111
0
Boyan, If
2
0
Raftery, rf
*
1
Monk, rf
4
0
Webster, c
1
0
Raymond, c
"
1
Witty, lg
»
1
King, lg
0
1
Flanagan, rg
0
2
Sturgis, rg
1
9
d
Totals
IT
FG Pi
MXT.
G
0
Del VaUe. If
0
0
Dolan, If
0
0
Coe, rf
1
0
Samuels, rf
4
8
Marakas, c
1
•
Arty, lg
4
0
Whelan, lg
1
1
Glick, rg
1
19 U
Totals
U
Referees: Fortunato and Vti
Time. 4 10-minute periods.
FG |
BATES FROSH
O
0
Larochalle, rf
1
0
Winters, rf
0
0
Gibson, rf
4
o
Stantial, If
•
0
Melody, If ....:
0
0
Small, If
1
1
SUverman, c
*
1
Deering, c
1
0
Boothby, c
0
0
Card, rg
0
1
Finnegan, rg
0
1
Haines, rg
0
0
Hoyt, lg
0
1
Eastman, lg
0
1 *
Totals
18
F0 N,
DEERING
O
0
On, rf
1
0
Richardson, rf
1
1
Latt, If
0
Feyler, If
Pullen, c
Batty, c
Sma ha, rg
Winslow, rg
Lee, rg
Spier, lg
Maron, lg
Totals

3

i
1
0
2
2
0
0
0
»

0
0

1
0
1
1
0
7

Henry Nolin
Jewelry mad Watsfc toast**

1

■*

'

7* Uskw M. Lewtatee
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New Arrivals For SPRING
Fingertip Coats - Sleeveless Sweaters
and Oxford Shirts
Look Your Best

Dr. John A. Rademaker invited last
semester's case work class to his home
last evening. The occasion waa to discuss the precedent-setting sixteen page
mid-year exam which had excited so
much comment.

The
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*» MAIN STREET
OPPOSITE STRAND THBA1**
See MIKE BUCCIGROSS, College Agent

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
Auburn

JOB SHAjniO* MI
8 Weal Parker
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